Getting to Know: Middleton, Northamptonshire
The Village Walk
Middleton (SP840900) is 3½ miles NW of Corby and 2½ miles WSW of Rockingham Castle. It is a conservation village. The
origin of the name is possibly Danish meaning Middle Farm. Its early history was connected with the fates of Cottingham and
East Carlton, both close-by. It was mentioned independently by name from the 12th century although it is still often linked with
Cottingham under the ‘Cotttingham-cum-Middleton’ designation. The parish used to be quite a bit bigger extending almost to
Great Oakley to the south-south-east and included half of East Carlton park to the south-west. The practice of ‘beating the
parish bounds’, meaning walking the boundaries, continued until the late 20th century. The village is notable for the many date
WXSRIWSRMXWLSYWIWERHJSVXLIREQIWSJXLILSYWIWXLEXSJXIRVI¾IGXXLILMWXSV]SJXLIZMPPEKI8LIWIREQIWMRGPYHI*EVVMIVW
House, The Maltings, Milestone Mews, Quarry House and Woolpack, among others.
Walk distance: 1 mile (with optional extensions up to around 6 miles)
Walk duration: 50 mins (plus extensions)
Walk type: Mostly pavement, with some hills, quite steep in places.
Please observe all the highway and countryside codes.
Start at the village sign at the end of Main Street

1. The Millenium Village Sign
8LIWMKR [LMGL[EWHIWMKRIHERHGVEJXIHF]'SXXMRKLEQ´W'LVMW3[IR HITMGXWRSXEFPIIPIQIRXWSJXLIZMPPEKIERHKIRIVEPEVIE
the village fountain/trough, a horse-rider, a heron, the village church, a windmill.
The village fountain/trough is still evident and we’ll see it on the walk. It is fed by a natural spring. Natural springs have been
important for the villages in this area since pre-Roman times and give rise to the name spring-line villages. Middleton is part of
6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX[LIVIOMRKWERHRSFPIQIRLYRXIHVIKYPEVP]ERHXLMWLSVWIVMHIVW]QFSPMWIWXLMW%PXLSYKLXLIEGXYEPJSVIWX
LEWHMQMRMWLIHKVIEXP]XLIEVIEMWWXMPPORS[REW6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX8LILIVSRMRHMGEXIWXLIZMGMRMX]XSXLI6MZIV;IPPERH´W
¾SSHTPEMRKVE^MRKQEVWL%[MRHQMPPMWMQTSVXERXEWXLIVI[IVIXLVIIQMPPWMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLMWZMPPEKISZIVXLIGIRXYVMIW8LI
village war memorial is shared with Cottingham as is the village church and the village hall.
From the village sign go up Ashley Road.

2. Peake Close
This present development was named after the family who used to own/rent the land. The Peake family were here in the late 18th
GIRXYV]ERHQE]FITVMSVXSXLMW.SLR4IEOI´W[MPPMRQIRXMSRW½ZIGLMPHVIRFYXLI[EWSFZMSYWP]HMWTPIEWIH[MXL.SLRLMW
son, who received very little and then only if he complied with conditions such as not arguing with his brothers and sisters!
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3. The Rockingham Forest Wheelers (Cycling Clubhouse)
This is a very active cycling club founded in 1950 by a local, John Scrimgeour. The aim was and still
is to encourage the sport and pastime of cycling in all its forms. He realised that a clubhouse was
needed. The members were involved in many fund-raising activities and negotiations until in 1966,
XLI]½REPP]KSXEKVERXERHTIVQMWWMSRXSGSRZIVXXLVIISPHHMPETMHEXIHGSXXEKIWMRXSXLIGSQTPI\
you see today. This includes a bar, kitchen, toilets, games room and more. If the clubhouse is open
you can see photographs of the transformation inside.
This is the site of some of the former poor houses of Middleton and Cottingham that were built from a joint village grant in
-RE'SXXMRKLEQVIWMHIRX*VERGMW'SSOILEHXSGIVXMJ]XLEXXLITSSVLSYWIWFIPSRKIHXS1MHHPIXSR4EVMWLFIGEYWI
XLIHIIHW[IVIQMWWMRK%RIEVF]LSYWIERHKVSYRHW[IVIETTEVIRXP]FYMPXSZIVXLIVIQEMRWSJXLIVIWXSJXLITSSVLSYWIW8LI
striking weathervane was bequeathed to the clubhouse by a former member.
;EPOJYVXLIVHS[R%WLPI]6SEHERHXYVRMRXSXLI½VWXVSEHSRXLIVMKLX

4. Darescroft, Cannam Close, Lightfoot Lane and Swingler’s Path
8LIREQIWSJXLIWIJI[VSEHWXIPPUYMXIEXEPIJSV1MHHPIXSR8LI'ERREQW[IVIERMQTSVXERXERHMR¾YIRXMEPJEQMP]MRXLIEVIE
who used to own this land - hence the name.You’ll see Cannam House later on the walk which is directly at the back of this
Close on the right. Catherine and Jane Lightfoot are recorded as surrendering their land in Middleton to Sir John Henry Palmer
in 1855, but the family name remains attached to the lane here. The Palmers were part of the Huntley and Palmer biscuit dynasty
and lived in the large Chateau-style building in East Carlton nearby. There is a footpath at the end of Darescroft called Swingler’s
Path that leads to Glover Court in the sister village. The land that carries the path was owned by the Swingler family and was
donated to the Middleton parish council to allow the path to be built.
Turn around and go back to the end of Main Street and begin to walk down it on the left-hand side.

5. Middleton House
This was an impressive farmhouse attached to quite a substantial farmyard as you can see from the archway leading to
outbuildings. Part of this set of buildings is now a pre-school nursery called ‘Wellingtons’.

6. Old Bakehouse and Merchant’s Store:11 Main Street (Now Willow Cottage B&B)
This building has a diverse past. The garage outbuildings used to be stables and the yard was described as a barnyard whilst one
part was a bakery, another part a shop and lending library, and yet another part was a café. Thought to be about 400 hundred
years old, this is now a delightful Bed and Breakfast offering two rooms.

7. Cannam House and railings (Grade II listed)
,IVIMWXLI½RIIEVP]th century Cannam family house remodelled in the late 18th century.
-XMWGVEJXIHPMQIWXSRI[MXLEWPEXIVSSJ7QSSXLGYXERH½XXIHPMQIWXSRIPMOIXLMWMWORS[R
EW³%WLPEV´PMQIWXSRI8LIJVSRXHSSV[E]MWTEVXMGYPEVP]RSXMGIEFPI8LMWLEWXSTPMKLXW¯I\XVE
[MRHS[WSRXSTSJXLIQEMRHSSVXSEPPS[PMKLXMRWMHI¯ERHEREVGLIHJERPMKLX[MXLQSYPHIH
stonework. There are sash windows under stone surrounds with central keystones that
EVIHMJJIVIRXJVSQSRIW[I´PPWIIFIGEYWIXLI]EVI¾YWL[MXLXLIWXSRI[SVO9WYEPP]XLIWI
are more prominent. Sash windows open from the bottom and the middle and were made
of wood. The railings and gates are cast iron from the 19th century. There are Cannams in
Middleton listed in the Northamptonshire Militia List 1777.

8. 21 Main Street (Grade II listed)
This was originally a mid 18th century L-shaped farmhouse. It was built with squared bands of
ironstone and has a slate roof. The three front windows are casements with stone surrounds
ERHOI]WXSRIW'EWIQIRX[MRHS[WSTIRWMHI[E]W8LIVIEVI%WLPEVPMQIWXSRITEVETIXW[MXL
brick stacks at the ends. Notice the oval tablet to the left of centre. The house is known
PSGEPP]EWXLI³FPEGOLSVWIW´JVSQXLI½RI[IEXLIVZERIWHMWTPE]MRKFPEGOLSVWIWXLEX]SYGER
WIIXLVSYKLXLI]EVH%XXLIVIEVSJXLIQEMRLSYWIXLIVIMWEX[SWXSV]WXSRIFYMPXI\XIRWMSR
with a well-preserved internal dovecote/pigonnierie in the loft.You can’t see anything externally so please respect the owner’s
privacy by not disturbing them.

9. The Old Forge
Prior to the Industrial Revolution, in the mid 18th to early 19thGIRXYV]RIEVP]IZIV]ZMPPEKILEHEFPEGOWQMXL%TEVXJVSQQEOMRK
horseshoes, they made many iron artefacts. They were called ‘Blacksmiths’ because the metal they worked with was black, and
‘smith’ meant skilled worker. The word ‘forge’ means shaping metal by heating and hammering. Samuel Swingler ran this forge
in the 1800s and it was working till the 1930s, but later it was then converted into a private house. It has a date stone of 1868,
restored in 1982.The Swinglers were an important village family and Sam’s relative, Walter, owned the last house we described
and the land used to make Swingler’s Path mentioned in Number 4.
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2SXMGIXLILERHTYQTERH½PPIHMRXVSYKLNYWXTEWX*EVQIV´W,SYWI;I´PPFIWIIMRKEJI[QSVISJXLIWIEPSRKXLI[EPO;EXIV
was very important for villagers and the natural springs of the area served them well until mains water arrived.

10. Vine House Grade II listed (Number 37)
This building is from the mid 18th to 19th centuries. It is made of squared ironstone bands with a slate roof. Notice the sash
[MRHS[WERHXLIREVVS[½VWX¾SSVGIRXVI[MRHS[XLEXLEZIWXSRIWYVVSYRHW[MXLTVSQMRIRXGIRXVIOI]FPSGOW8LIVIEVI%WLPEV
limestone edges to the gable ends of the house with a tablet in the right end gable.

11. Old Orchard
This old orchard has been turned into a pretty garden for the village with the help of the Parish Council. Some of the old fruit
trees have been retained and the wall has been restored.

12. Boundary Marker (Grade II listed)
.YWXEXXLIIRHSJ1EMR7XVIIXSRXLIPIJXF]XLISPHSVGLEVH]SY´PP½RHXLIFSYRHEV]TSWXJSV1MHHPIXSRERH'SXXMRKLEQ
the sister village. This post is probably mid 19th century and is three-cornered cast iron with a hollow back. Cottingham and
Middleton have almost merged as you see but originally there was open land between them.

13. War Memorial: Mill Road (about 50 yards into Cottingham) and Village Hall
Remember this was depicted in the village sign. It was erected just after the 1st World War and lists those from the two villages
killed in that war. The memorial actually says 1914-1919. 1919 was the year when the Treaty of Versailles was signed On the back,
it lists those killed in the 2nd World War 1939-45.You can see the shared village school nearby and the shared village hall is at the
back of the school.

14. Manor House: 58-‐60 Main Street (Grade II listed -‐ formally Manor Farmhouse)
8LMWMWRS[EVIWMHIRXMEPGEVILSQIJSVTISTPI&YX]SY´PPWIIJVSQMXWREQIXLEXXLILSYWIMXWIPJLEWEWXVSRKWMKRM½GERGIJSV
Middleton. Dating from the early 18thGIRXYV]MXLEWEHEXIWXSRISJ&YMPXSJWUYEVIHMVSRWXSRIMXLEWER%WLPEVPMQIWXSRI
frontage and a Collyweston roof. Collyweston is a Northamptonshire village near Stamford. Collyweston roof tiles are not
EGXYEPP]WPEXIFYXEVIXLMRPMQIWXSRIXMPIWXLEXEVITVM^IHJSVXLIMVHMJJIVIRGI=SY´PPRSXMGIXLIEVGLIHJERPMKLXJVEQIHF]%WLPEV
limestone for the main front door. The attached outbuildings were probably stables and hay lofts. The house is listed as having an
internal dovecote to the right of the front door although there’s no external evidence of this. There’s yet another dovecote in the
village that is quite well preserved and we’ll see this later in the walk. More will be explained about them there.

15. Barn (Grade II listed -‐ near Manor House)
To the right of Manor House down the driveway towards the back of the set of buildings is a barn dating from the late 18th
century. It was a single unit barn and has a central door under a wooden lintel. It is built of squared bands of ironstone and has a
slate roof.

16. Row of three houses: nos. 50, 52, 54 (Grade II listed)
2YQFIVMWSR1EMR6SEH[LMPIERHEVIXLVSYKLXLI½RIEVGL[E]8LI]HEXIJVSQXLIPEXIth and early 19th centuries
showing bands of squared ironstone. They have a mix of slate and concrete tiled roofs. The windows differ too. Numbers 50-52
LEZIWEWL[MRHS[W[MXLKPE^MRKFEVWYRHIV[SSHYTTIVWYVVSYRHWSRXLI½VWX¾SSVERHWXSRISRXLIKVSYRH¾SSV[LMPIRYQFIV
54 has casement windows under wooden upper surrounds (lintels). The carriage arch is striking with its segmental working.

17. Number 34: ‘The Maltings’
This house displays a date stone of 1871 and names Birmingham Street, but no one knows why.

18. The Congregational Chapel: 32 Main Street
This building is now a private house but you can appreciate that it was a chapel from 1834 or 1844 until it closed in the late
1960s. The actual date this was built is unclear as some records appear to mix its location and build date. The back room of the
chapel used to serve as the meeting room for the parish council. There are rumours that there are gun shots in the facade that
[IVI½VIHMRERKIVIEVP]MRXLIFYMPHMRK´WPMJIFIGEYWISJXLIREXYVISJXLIFYMPHMRK
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19. Village hand-‐pump
Notice the impressive hand-pump set back into a pretty alcove that
SJXIRLEW[MPH¾S[IVWIRLERGMRKMX8LIVI´WEHEXIWXSRISJEX
the back. This was certainly still in use up until the second world war.
It is unclear when it stopped being used although it is likely mains
water arrived in the late 1950s.

20.18-‐20 Main Street: The Uplands (Grade II
listed)
These two houses were built from early to late 18th century. There’s
a blank date stone on number 20 but the other date on number
  MWXLSYKLXXSVIPEXIXSXLIVEMWMRKSJXLIVSS¾MRI8LI
LSYWIWHMWTPE]HMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJMVSRWXSRIGSRWXVYGXMSR2YQFIVLEWWUYEVIHFERHWSJMVSRWXSRI[MXL%WLPEVPMQIWXSRI
embellishments. Number 18 has regular bands of ironstone. Both have slate roofs. The windows differ too. Number 20 has
GEWIQIRX[MRHS[WWYVVSYRHIHF]%WLPEVPMQIWXSRI[MXLOI]WXSRIWERHPMROIHF]E³WXVMRK´PMRISJGYXPMQIWXSRI2YQFIV´W
casement windows are surrounded by wooden lintels.

21. 10 and 12 Main Street (Grade II listed)
These two houses are from the mid 18th century. They are squared bands of limestone and ironstone with slate roofs. They were
originally two L-shaped units. The windows are 19th century casement style under wooden lintels.
Just before the green at the end of Main Street you’ll pass a bus shelter. This used to be another village
pump like the previous one you saw earlier in this street, but now the alcove has formed the back of the bus
shelter.Turn left at the end of Main Street up The Hill

22.Tudor-‐style houses
Notice the semi-detached tudor-style houses on your left. They are very different from the other village houses. There’s a date
stone of 1862. The houses have distinctive doors with diamond-leaded windows and Collyweston slate roofs.

23.The Red Lion Pub
This pub has served the village for a couple of hundred years at least. Originally the pub seems to have been located further back
JVSQXLIQEMRVSEH &VMXMWL,MWXSV]3RPMRIQET 9RWYVI[LIRMXQSZIHXSMXWTVIWIRXTSWMXMSR[IHSORS[XLEXMXGPSWIH
in 2012 for a time but has since reopened under new management. Middleton used to have two more pubs. The Woolpack used
XSFISRXLINYRGXMSRSJ%WLPI]6SEH1EMR7XVIIXERH8LI)\IXIV%VQW[EWMR1EMR7XVIIXSTTSWMXIXLISPHJSVKI
Turn left into School Hill (unmarked). Around here (maybe on the right where there is a plaque in the wall)
the old village pound was found. It was used to keep stray animals until they were claimed and was still in
use in the early 20th century.
Continue up the hill, round the bend and then left again into Camsdale Walk. Notice another village handpump at the intersection in front of ‘The Pump House’.

24. 7 Camsdale Walk (Grade II listed)
8LMW[EWXLISPHWGLSSPLSYWI8LIHEXIWXSRIWE]W-XMWFYMPXSJWUYEVIHFERHWSJMVSRWXSRI[MXLER%WLPEVPMQIWXSRI
frontage. There are casement windows under wooden lintels. Its outstanding feature is the central sundial. Sundials were
important before clocks and watches were widely available to keep the time. Churches used them so that ministers could ring
bells to warn parishioners that a service was about to start. The school house here might have used the sundial to mark the
WXEVXERH½RMWLSJXLIWGLSSPHE]8LIREQITPEUYIWEVIMRXIVIWXMRKXSS8LIPIJXREQIWQMKLXFIXLIFYMPHIVWERHXLIVMKLXREQIW
MRHMGEXI;MPPMEQ%PH[MROPIERH;MPPMEQ,MOSR[IVI&EMPMJJW
%XXLMWXMQIXLIXMXPI&EMPMJJGSYPHQIERX[SXLMRKW8LI½VWX[EWERSJ½GMEPSJXLIGSYVXETTSMRXIHF]XLIWLIVMJJXSEWWMWX.YHKIW
ERHGSPPIGX½RIW8LMWVSPILEWIZSPZIHMRXSXLIX]TISJ&EMPMJJXLEX[ILEZIXSHE]&YXMRXLI1MHHPI%KIWXLIVI[EWERSXLIVX]TI
SJFEMPMJJ8LMWWIGSRHX]TI[EWERSJ½GMEPETTSMRXIHF]XLI0SVHSJXLI1ERSV8LI][SYPHSZIVWIIFYMPHMRKWERHPERHWSJXLI0SVH
EW[IPPEWGSPPIGXVIRXWERH½RIW8LI][IVIQSVIPMOIEGGSYRXERXW4VSFEFP]XLIWIFEMPMJJWJYP½PPIHXLMWWIGSRHVSPI
Instead of Lords of the Manor, Cottingham and Middleton had ‘copyholders’. These were important land-owners in the villages
and they asserted their rights as equivalent to Lords of the Manor. In 1766 they found that they had some money that could be
put to common use and decided to build a school. They placed the money in trust with Sir Robert Palmer of East Carlton and he
provided the land at Camsdale Walk. Ten boys received schooling from a schoolmaster who could supplement his employment by
private tuition. In 1856 a larger school, Middleton School, was built separately but attached (now number 5). This was enlarged in
1869 but then schooling transferred to the larger purpose-built school in School Lane in Cottingham. The copyholders were also
responsible for providing all the water pumps for both Middleton and Cottingham villages.
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25. Jurassic Way track to Cottingham (Optional extension)
%XXLIIRHSJ'EQWHEPI;EPOXLIVI´WERYRQEHIXVEGOXLEXPIEHWSZIVXLIVMHKIMRXS'SXXMRKLEQXLIWLEVIH4SGOIX4EVOERH
village church of St Mary Magdalene (Grade 1 listed. See more Page 6). The views along this track over the villages and beyond
EVI[IPP[SVXLXLIIJJSVX&YXXLIXVEGOGERFIQYHH]EJXIVVEMRERHMXPIEHWXLVSYKLKVE^MRK½IPHWWSMJ]SYLEZIEHSK]SYEVI
EHZMWIHXSOIITMXSREPIEH%TTEVIRXP]XLMWMQTSVXERXTEXLFIX[IIRXLIZMPPEKIW[EWXEVQEGIHERHQEMRXEMRIHFYXLEWFIIRPIJX
to run down over the past 50 years. The return trip would take you about 30 minutes and is about 1¼ miles.
If you are not doing the treck to Cottingham and the park/church, turn around and retrace your steps to
the end of Camsdale Walk and turn left up School Hill. Camsdale Walk used to be called School Hill and this
QEOIWWIRWIFIGEYWIXLIWGLSSPLSYWIMWXLIVI&YXXLI4SWX3J½GI[ERXIHXLIVSEHXSFIVIREQIHXSLIPT
delivery. The area used to be called ‘Camsdale Leys’ - hence the last house is called ‘Camsdale’ - and the
road is now called Camsdale Walk.

26. Old Lime Kiln: School Hill Road
.YWXFIJSVI]SYVIEGLXLIXSTSJ7GLSSP,MPPXLIVIYWIHXSFIEPMQIOMPRMRXLI½IPHSR]SYVPIJX8LMWMWRSXIHSRQETWJVSQXLI
late 1880s. There is nothing to see now, but lime was an important money-earner in the 18th and 19th centuries. It was used for
building (mortar and plaster) and as a fertiliser for farming. Lime was made by burning limestone with coal inside a furnace.
%XXLIIRHSJ7GLSSP,MPPXYVRVMKLXSR]SYVVMKLXXLI½IPHYRHYPEXIWUYMXIEPSX8LIVI[EWERSPHUYEVV]
here according to old maps of the mid 1800s. There were several quarries around here at one time or
another – possibly lime or ironstone. At the junction, cross the road carefully to the pavement, and head
down The Hill.
When you see a road turning on your right, cross back over. This is a split part of School Hill that we went
YTFIJSVI&YXLIVIMJ]SYZIIVXSXLIVMKLX]SY´PP½RH,MPP,SYWIERH,MPP*EVQKEXIW

27. Hill House
,MPP,SYWI[EWSVMKMREPP]EJEVQLSYWIERHMWSZIVX[SLYRHVIH]IEVWSPH%XSRIXMQI6SGOMRKLEQ'EWXPIS[RIHMX2SXMGIXLI
JEPWITEMRXIHXST¾SSV[MRHS[W8LIVIYWIHXSFIE³[MRHS[XE\´SRXLIRYQFIVSJ[MRHS[WELSYWILEHWSWSQI[IVIFVMGOIH
MRSVJEPWM½IHXSWEZIXLIS[RIVQSRI]7SQIXMQIWXLSYKLXLMW[EWHSRINYWXJSVEVGLMXIGXYVEPVIEWSRW

28. Dovecote (Grade II listed to the left of Hill Farm gates)
8LIHSZIGSXIMWZIV]SZIVKVS[RERHWSMXWJIEXYVIWEVIHMJ½GYPXXSWII-XMWTVSFEFP]QMHth century and is built of squared
FERHWSJMVSRWXSRI[MXLFVMGO-XLEWXMQFIVJVEQMRK[MXLPEXXMGIERHTPEWXIVMR½PP-X´WEWUYEVIWLETIHX[SWXSVI]HSZIGSXI8LIVI
is a blocked-up cart entrance at ground level and the nesting boxes are part lined with brick in the gable ends. This building is on
private property, so please respect the owner’s privacy and just view from the road side of the gates. Similar dovecote/pigeonnier
constructions are found all over Europe, even dating to pre-Roman times. In Medieval times, dovecotes were controlled by law
as only nobles were granted permission to have them. Later, they became important sources of food and could be found more
widely such as in farmsteads. In some parts of Europe the pigeon droppings were/are used in leather tanning to soften the hides.
Cross over Hill Road again and walk down the left-hand side until the fountain/trough.

29. The fountain/trough 1844
This is represented on the village sign. It is fed by a natural spring. The ready availability of water in this area was a bonus and
utilised by pre Roman and Roman settlements near here. Nowadays we take tap water for granted. Before mains water arrived,
TISTPILEHXSXEOIFYGOIXWERH½PPXLIQJVSQGIRXVEPWSYVGIWWYGLEWXLMWXVSYKLJSVEPPXLIMVRIIHWJVSQHVMROMRKERHGSSOMRKXS
washing clothes.

30. Jurassic Way track to Wilbarston (Optional extension)
This path is a continuation of the Jurassic Way walk from Cottingham and takes you to Wilbarston (about 2½ miles) via East
Carlton (about ¾ mile). This is a pleasant country walk and if you go to Wilbarston and back it will take you about 1½ hours.
East Carlton has a country park with its own walks. It also has a café and heritage centre covering the history of Corby and
WXIIPQEOMRK=SYGERKIXEGGIWWXSXLITEVOMRWIZIVEPTPEGIWEPSRKXLIJSSXTEXL=SY´PPEPWSWIIIZMHIRGIMRXLI½IPHWXS]SYV
right of the middle-ages’ ‘ridge and furrow’ farming technique. The non-reversible plough that was used caused an effect a bit like
terracing on the landscape because the soil was moved into the centre each turn. Northamptonshire, and more especially around
1MHHPIXSRMWSRISJXLIPEWXTPEGIWMRXLI9/XS½RHIZMHIRGISJXLMWMR½IPHWXLEXLEZIRSXFIIRTPSYKLIHMRVIGIRXXMQIW

31. Longridge, The Hill (Grade II listed)
This house is mid to late 18th century. It’s built of squared bands of ironstone and has a Collyweston roof. The windows are
casement-style 19th and 20th century under wooden lintels. The door and porch are 20th century too.
Continue back down The Hill until you are back at the Millenium Sign.
That is the end of the walk.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed the Middleton Walk and feel that
if you are a villager that you have learnt somethig new, and
if you are a visitor, you feel you’re now almost a villager
yourself.
)PEMRI)RKPERHERH%RH]*MRRI]
4LSXSWERHMPPYWXVEXMSRWF]%RH]*MRRI]

Thanks to Keith Allsop, Kay Dickens, Walter Campbell
and Colin Bradshaw for their comments
Reference aids:
1MHHPIXSR4EVMWL1ETTYF3VHRERGI7YVZI]3J½GI0IMGIWXIVWLMVI
Ordnance County Maps, (coutesy of Walter Campbell)
6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX8LIRERH2S[4IXIV,MPP3VQER4YFPMWLMRK
6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX6IZMWMXIH4IXIV,MPP3VQER4YFPMWLMRK
'SVF]ERH6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWX8LVSYKL8MQI4IXIV,MPP%QFIVP]
Publishing
6SGOMRKLEQ*SVIWXEREXPEWSJXLIQIHMIZEPERHQSHIVRPERHWGETI+PIRR*SEVH(EZMH,EPPERH8VEGI]4EVXMHE
Northamptonshire Record Society, 2009
3YV,IVMXEKI)EWX'EVPXSRERH'SXXMRKLEQGYQ1MHHPIXSR,MWXSVMGEP2SXIWXS14=SVO/SQIRSW)RXIVTVMWIW
Middleton, circa 1970s
)RKPMWL,IVMXEKI[IFWMXI,IVMXEKI4VSXIGXMSRPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWlist.english-heritage.org.uk/results.aspx
&VMXMWL,MWXSV]3RPMRIwww.british-history.ac.uk
Memoires of a Middleton Man, Walter Campbell, 1997-1998 (unpublished)
The Welcome Pack, Cottingham Parish Council www.cottinghamparishcouncil.org.uk
'SXXMRKLEQ,MWXSV]:MPPEKI[IFWMXIwww.cottinghamhistory.co.uk
2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI*EQMP],MWXSV]7SGMIX]www.northants-fhs.org
Information about the Dale Pocket Park and church if you do the extra section

The Dale Pocket Park
The idea of Pocket Parks began in Northamptonshire. They are small, local natural areas that have been adopted by villagers. This
SRI[EWFSYKLXSJJXLIGLYVGLMR[MXLXLILIPTSJXLIGSYRX]ERHTEVMWLGSYRGMPWXLI%QIRMX]7SGMIX]ERHWXVSRKWYTTSVX
from the villagers. They wanted to save it from agricultural change. The Dale is a natural limestone valley with steep sides and is
TEVXMGYPEVP]TSTYPEV[LIRMXWRS[W-XLEWEWIEWSREPWYGGIWWMSRSJXVEHMXMSREPQIEHS[¾S[IVW)RNS]XLIQFYXTPIEWIHSR´XTMGO
XLIQ=SYQE]EPWSWIIWSQIGEXXPITSWWMFP]EVEVIFVIIHKVE^MRKXLITEWXYVI7MQMPEVKVE^MRKLEWLETTIRIHJSVGIRXYVMIWLIVI8S
XLIPIJXYRHIVXLIW]GEQSVIXVII]SYGERWXMPPWIIXLIVIQEMRWSJEVMHKIERHJYVVS[WXVMT½IPH¯ERSPHJEVQMRKQIXLSH[LMGLMW
FIGSQMRKLEVHIVERHLEVHIVXS½RH3TTSWMXIXLIKEXIMRXS8LI(EPIMRXLIJSVQIV6IGXSV]+EVHIRMWEVEVIWQEPPPIEZIHPMQI
tree which is one of the largest in Britain.

St. Mary Magdalene: Grade 1 listed building (represented in the village sign)
8LIGLYVGLMXWIPJMWRS[SRP]STIRJSVHIWMKREXIHWIVZMGIW[LMGLEVIPMWXIHSRXLIRSXMGIFSEVH9RXMPXLIQMHWXLIVIYWIH
to be a permanent Rector who played a great part in the village history. The Parish Rolls recording births, marriages and deaths
from 1533 - late 19th and early 20thGIRXYVMIWEVIEZEMPEFPIEX2SVXLEQTXSR6IGSVH3J½GISVZME8LI2SVXLEQTXSRWLMVI*EQMP]
History Society. The Parish Rolls and gravestones bear many of the family names that shaped the villages and still do.
St. Mary Magdalene church dates from the 12th century and has building styles from many of the following centuries as well.
8LIGSRWXVYGXMSRWLS[WEQM\XYVISJFERHWSJMVSRWXSRIERHPMQIWXSRIWUYEVIERHVIKYPEV8LIWTMVIMWGVEJXIHJVSQ%WLPEV
PMQIWXSRI%PPEVSYRHXLIXS[IV]SY´PPRSXMGIQSVIGEVZIHLIEHW1ER]SJXLI[MRHS[WLEZIXVEGIV]XVIJSMPWERHUYEXVIJSMPGMVGPIW
If you look carefully there are three gargoyles. The graveyard displays many memorial stones and tombs dating across several
GIRXYVMIW8LIVIEVIWSQI½RIZMI[WSJXLIZMPPEKIWERHGSYRXV]WMHIJVSQXLIXSTSJXLIKVEZI]EVH

*VII'SXXMRKLEQ[EPOEZEMPEFPIEXwww.atsf.co.uk/walks/Cottingham_Walk.pdf
This walk also available at www.atsf.co.uk/walks/Middleton_Walk.pdf
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